
Challenger overview

Challenger

The Challenger base frame has everything in the kit to mount the recommended Fanatec 
CSW V2.5 wheel base and V3 pedals and is also compatible with the Fanatec CSL & 
Podium wheel bases. All available from www.fanatec.com

The Pedal plate can also fit the OBP Motorsport hydraulic pedals if required or the 
Heusinkveld pedal sets.

An optional manual gear shift mount is available to mount the Fanatec Club sport SQ V1.5 
Gear shifter.

Monitor

The Challenger base frame is supplied complete with a monitor mounting bracket which is 
compatible to the recommended Samsung LC49HG90DMUXEN gaming monitor. You will 
need to retain the Samsung supplied adjustable vertical stand neck but discard the stand 
base. Bolt to the challenger bracket using the Samsung supplied base mounting screws.
We recommend you use a 1080/ 2080 graphics card in you PC and connect the monitor to
the PC via a DP cable for best results.

Should you wish to use a different style monitor set up, these can be mounted via a 
universal mount, available upon request.

Seat

We do not supply a seat with the Challenger base frame, we supply this as an optional 
extra, this is because we know many customers have there own seat preference and may 
wish to source themselves. We do recommend that you use universal sliders to mount 
your seat to the Challengers cross beams. 

Body Shaker Kit

The body shaker kit is non essential to the Simulator but does add another element of 
realism to the rig (engine, road & kerb vibrations) and is highly recommended.
All the hardware to add this to the base frame is in the kit. You will however have to fit an 
extra sound card to you PC and download Simvibe and configure everything. The sound 
card or Simvibe are not included in the kit.

There are a number of on line videos to help in set up of your simulator.

http://www.fanatec.com/

